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Abstract 

Basic data structures of natural language processing, strings 
and trees, are generalised in a data structure called wood. On 
this data structure, pattern-matching is formalised as identifi-
cation. A neutral element is built, which enables a formal inter-
pretation of variables in patterns. Also, a distance on this data 
structure can be defined as an extension and a generalisation 

of well-known metrics on strings and trees. The links between 
pattern-matching and distance are presented as well as results 
in formal language theory. 
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Introduction 

This report gives a theoretical justification of the work we have done 
in ATR from the 1st of November 1991 to the 31st of March 1994. 

Our research has concentrated on the theoretical links between a 

pattern-matching operation and distances on one hand and on the im-
plementation of the theoretical results on the other hand. This report 

is dedicated to the first aspect. As for implementation and results, the 

reader may refer to other technical reports and articles. 

• [Lepage 92b] for a range of basic objects and generic functions 
which we used in our various programs; 

• [Lepage 92a] and [Lepage 92c] for special useful C functions and 
macros (grammar writing and dynamic programn1ing); 

• [Lepage et al. 92] on the establishment of a relation between dis-
tances and pattern-matching; 

• [Lepage 93a] for a report on our first experiments with a non-

directional system making use of genetic algorithms. [Lepage 93c] 

and [Lepage 93b] are conference articles on the same topic; 

• [Lepage and Fais 94a] for a description of the linguistic structures 
(drawn by hand) we used in the experiments reported in the pre-
vious articles; 
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1 Texts and structures 

A sketch of nowadays machine translation landscape would show two 

main tendencies: the use of symbolic calculation on structures and that 
of distance on strings. Our purpose is to pave the way for a possible 
mixing of these approaches. 

They could be reconciled if the relation between some matching 
operation and some distance could be clearly set. Our purpose is to 

show that identification is linked with the Wagner and Fischer distance 
on strings and the Selkow distance on trees. 

This demonstration is facilitated by the definition of a general data 
structure, woods. It has been introduced to unify the data structures 

contained in the board, a non-directional object based on an analogy 
with a basic linguistic notion: the signe. 

1.1 Structures from rule-based systems 

Until now, it seems that NLP people have been concentrating on 

the structures that parsers are supposed to deliver. Their usual shape 
is that of a labeled or decorated tree, a logical formula, or a feature 

structure, i.e. a direct acyclic graph, often encoding a syntactic CF-
skeleton, a logical formula and other attributes. The goal of an analysis 

is to produce such a structure. Actual parsers are based on the funda-
mental idea that parsing is the task of building a structure for a given 
input text. 

Real-size machine translation systems use pattern-matching on trees 

and tree-transduction to produce such structures. For instance Q-

systems [Colmerauer 70] or GramR [Chandioux et Guerard 81] for the 

TAUM-METEO system, or ROBRA [Boitet 82] for the GETA system, 
where complex tree patterns are described with the help of variables. 

Prototype systems, based on NLP formalisms, reflect the concern 

about the constructing operation of the output structures. In those 

prototypes, unification or adjunction, for instance, are the central op-

erations which dictate the complexity and the rapidity of the system. 

In all those systems, which follow a rule-based approach, the com-
putation is essentially symbolic and no approximation has its place. 

，
 



1.2 Texts in example-based systems 

There has been a reemergence of the corpus-based approach to ma-

chine translation in the recent years [Nagao 84]. Its most illustrative 
realisations fall under the name of example-based machine translation. 

The basic idea is to adapt already translated texts (the corpus of ex-
amples) to new inputs [Sato 90]. The closer the input to the examples, 

the less adaptation to the stored translation is required. 

As a matter of fact, the computation of distances allows one to 

choose between several candidates in problems which are not yet well 

formalised linguistically ([Furuse and Iida 92a], [Sumita and Iida 92]). 
Tree-editing functions may also be used to adapt patterns to the data 
at hand in a minimal sense, which implies some distance computation 

[Sadler and Vendelmans 90], [Sato and Nagao 90]. 

In this approach, the example-based one, the translation process 

relies on the computation of a numerical function: a distance between 
the input text and stored texts. 

1.3 Blending 

Usually, the output of a parser is a structure, not the relationship 
between the structure output and the input string. In no actual system 

is this relationship an explicit result of the analysis. We would need to 

see directly which part of the string corresponds to which part in the 
structure. 

Reciprocally, whereas it is relatively easy to define a distance be-

tween words, taking account of this distance in structures built by a 
parser has only been defined in ad hoc ways. We need the definition 

of a general distance applying on string patterns as well as on tree 
patterns. 

Our proposal is a sort of blending. It aims at defining a general data 
structure subsuming strings, trees, string patterns and tree patterns. 

On this data structure, pattern-matching and distance are defined so 

that these two operations have some relationship. 

10 
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2 Boards 

2.1 A structuralist notion: the "signe" 

The founder of modern linguistics, Ferdinand de Saussure, defined 

the task of linguistics as the description of what he called signe: the 

association of two things (the signifiant or acoustical image, and the 

signifie or concept) [Saussure 15]. He insisted on the fact that both the 

signifiant and the signifie have their own structu叫

If we draw a parallel between the signe and the objects NLP re-

searchers work with, why not consider the texts as signifiant and the 

linguistic representations as signifie? Of course, it is just an analogy, 

and we by no means pretend that we show how to implement a signe. 

2.2 A proposal: the board 

Our proposal is to view the. pair constituted by a text and its lingui-

stic structure as the basic object in a grammar. Such a pair we call a 

board. The types of the two objects in this pair are commonly used: a 

text is a string and a structure is a tree. 

In current grammars, a grammar "element" is either a chunk of 

structure (S→ NP VP or det→ the are the same as S{NP1 VP) and 
det(the) respectively) or a string pattern (in grammars inspired by 

Harris). In our proposal, both aspects are present. In this way, the 

structural aspect of linguistic works can be mixed with examples. Fig-

ure 1 shows a sentence and its associated representation in a board. 

Figure 2 shows a general pattern. In this board, variables stand for 
substrings in the string and forests in the tree part. 

2.3 The association in the " 
． 
s1gne " 

The signe is not only the two sides of the coins, it is also their associ-

ation. The master of Geneva insisted that this association is arbitrary, 

which does not mean that it is left to the laws of fate, but that there 

1 In a structure, in the structuralist meaning of the word, elements have no 
absolute existence. They exist thanks to their relationships or oppositions to other 
elements. The concept of structure gives rise to the distinction between phonology 
(the study of functional or opposition features of the sounds of a given language) 
and phonetics (the study of the articulatory or perceptive aspects of the sounds of 
one or many languages). 

11 
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I "Do you already have a registration form?" 
----------------------------------------------

s 
______________ ! ____ _ 

modal NP VP 
I __________ ! ___ _ 

pron AVP verb NP 
I _____ I ___ _ 

adv det NP noun 

I 
noun 

Figure 1: A board: text and associated representation 

is no necessary connection between some signifiant and some signifie. 

If we carry on our daring analogy with the signe, and have a look 

at the different representations NLP people give to the same sentence 

(constituent structure, dependency structure, logical form, etc.), then 

a board has to account for various kinds of associations between a text 

chunk and a structure. 

2.4 A proposal: correspondences 

When projectivity is assumed, this association is implicit. But, pro-

jectivity is an English-oriented hypothesis which has never been con-

sidered valid for the description of, for instance, slavic languages in 

general2. Fashion linguistic theories reject the problems posed by this 

too strong assumption in a "linear-precedence module", which no ac-

tual implementation has ever been able to realise. As a consequence, 

trying to get the fine relationship between a text and its representation 

output by a parser almost always means tracing the parsing process. 

In our proposal, the relationship between the text and its structural 

representation is called correspondences [Boitet and Zaharin 88]. It is 

explicit and made out of two kinds of links: 

2 As a matter of fact, I doubt any Slav linguist could have ever imagined such a 
restrictive hypothesis! 
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s 
______________ ! ____ _ 

modal NP VP 
I __________ ! ___ _ 

pron $vb NP 
. . _____ I ___ _ 

det $noun 

11Do you $vb a・$noun" 
----------------------------------------------

Figure 2: A board with variables 

• between (possibly a list of) words and nodes; 

• between (possibly non-connex) substrings and complete subtrees 
(designated by their ro叫

This is illustrated in Figure 3. On each node, two intervals stand for 
the word-node and the substring-subtree correspondences. 

We have shown [Lepage 89] that only three constraints may gov-
em correspondences in order to be able to describe standard linguistic 

structural representations. 

• global correspondence: the entire tree in a board corresponds 

to the entire string in that board; 

• inclusion: if a subtree is included in another subtree, then the 
substring in correspondence with the included subtree is included 

in the substring in correspondence with the including subtree; 

● membership if a node is member of a subtree, then the words in 

correspondence with the node are in the substring in correspon-

dence with the subtree. 

From the language theoretical point of view, [Lepage 91] shows 
how a simple grammar of four boards can analyse and generate the 
context-sensitive language anbncn with perspicuous and natural struc-

tures (grouping all a's, all b's, all e's together, which no standard for-

malism is able to do). 

13 



s 
1_5/0 

_________ ! _____ _ 

VP 

1_2+3_5/0 

NP 

2_3/0 

I --------'----------
pron aux verb 

2_3/2_3 1_2/1_2 3_4/3_4 

11D0 you have $noun" 
1 __ 2 ___ 3 ____ 4 _____ 5 

NP 

生5/0

I 
$noun 

Figure 3: Correspondences in a board 

From the linguistic point of view, [Zaharin and Lepage 92] describes 

how crossed dependencies (non-projectivity and discontinuity) are eco-

nomically handled in the analysis of the famous Dutch subordinate 

clause dat Jan Marie de hond de krant probeert to leren laten halen 

("that John tries to teach Mary to make the dog fetch the newspa-

per"). 

14 
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3 Matching 

3 .1 Identification 

Identification is a formalisation of pattern-matching on a data struc-
ture which generalises strings and trees. It was first introduced in 

[Zaharin 86] and then completely defined in [Lepage 89]. Appendix B 
gives a formalisation and [Lepage & Zaharin 91] some linguistic justi-
fications. 

3.1.1 St rings 

On strings, identification is a standard pattern-matching. 

idn(his.uncle.'s.f r-iend, his.uncle.'s.$1) = his.uncle.'s.f r-iend 

with $1 = {f r-iend}. 
As a particular case, a variable may instantiate with an empty 

string. 

idn(his.uncle.'s.son, his.uncle.$1.'s.son) = his.uncle.'s.soれ

with $1 = {c}. 
In some cases, Colmerauer's unification fails because variables, for 

that operation, only instantiate with string elements. But identification 

does not fail because here variables stand for substrings of any length. 

idn(his.uncle.'s.f riend.'s.son, his.$1.'s.$2) = his.uncle.'s.friend.'s.son 

with $1 = { uncle, 1mcle.'s.friend} and $2 = {friend.'s.son, son}. 
As a consequence, identification would be non-deterministic if con-

sidered strictly on the string data structure. 

3.1.2 Trees 

On trees, variables may instantiate with possibly empty forests, as 

illustrated in Figure 4. 

3.1.3 Woods 

The data structure of wood generalises strings and trees. Woods 

may be seen as forests with a depth dimension. So, woods have three 
d' 1mens10ns. 

15 
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idn(I 

arg? 

pred 
____ ! ____) 

arg1 arg2 

empty} 

＝ 
pred 

____ , ___ _ 
arg1 arg2 

｛
 

arg? = 

NP 

idn(___ I __ _ 

N1? N N2? 

NP 
___ , ___) 

N N N 

arg1 arg2} 

＝ 

NP 
___ , __ _ 
N N N 

{Ni?= empty, N2? = N N 

Ni?= N, N2? = N 

Ni?= N N, N2? =empty} 

Figure 4: Examples of identification 

• The first one is that of string concatenation; 

• the second one is that of dominance in trees; 

• the third one is the way by which we capture different solutions 

during pattern matching. 

A string appears to be a forest with no second nor third dimension. 

It is a "flat" and "thin" forest. Trees appear to be "thin" forests with 

only one element on the higher level. Hence, as announced, strings and 

trees are particular cases of woods. 

Thanks to their third dimension, woods can capture ambiguities 

as illustrated in Figure 5 for the sentence He writes a manual for the 

beginner which may have two interpretations depending on the PP at-

tachment of for the beginner. 

As a consequence, woods can encapsulate the non-determinism of 

pattern-matching and identification becomes a deterministic operation 

on woods. 

16 



s ----------------------------
__________ ! __________ _ I NP PP I 

NP VP I __ I_ _ _____ I____ I 
I _______________ !___ ldet N prep det N I 

pron verb----------------------—+----+ • I I I I 
I I I NP I a man I al for the beginner I 

He writes! ____________ ! _____ ---1--------------------

I det N PP I 
I I I ______ I____ I 

I a manual prep det N I 
I I I I I 
I for the beginner I 

-----------・ 細------------------

Figure 5: Representation of ambiguities 

Our main motivation for the wood data structure was to give a 

tentative answer to a tickling problem in NLP [Boitet 91]: how can we 
do linguistic progrannning on ambiguous structures without the burden 

of explicitly handling such structures, in the same way as people do 

recursive program1直ngin modern programming languages without the 

burden of programming the handling of a stack for the variable context? 

17 



3.2 A possible engine 

Figure 6 gives a possible algorithm for a system using grammars 

composed of boards. With this system, interpreting exactly the same 

set of boards, analysis and generation turn out to be only particular 

cases of a more general case, depending on the type of input only. The 

general task of the system is non-direction completion (see 3.3.3). 

The explore procedure tries to identify its input with each board 

in the grammar. The fundamental operation for the explore procedure 

is identification. Performing identification entails instantiation of vari-

ables, stored in a substitution (a set of variables, with their associated 

value). The propagate procedure realises the propagation of substitu-

tions to those boards containing one (or more) of the variables present 

in the substitution. Those new boards are explored in turn. A signifi-

cant difference with usual systems, is that variable names are not local 

to one board, but global to a grammar. 

explore(BDARD *candidate) 

｛ 

｝ 

for (each board !=candidate) 

if (idn(candidate,board) and 

substitution !=empty) 

propagate(substitution) ; 

propagate (SUBSTITUTION *substitution) 

｛ 

｝ 

for (each board containing a variable 

present in substitution) 

substitution(board/substitution) ; 

Figure 6: Simplified interpretation algorithm for a board grammar 

The algorithm halts when no more identification is possible. The 

system answers by a failure if no identification has been performed and 

a success otherwise. In this latter case, the output is the input board 

with variables replaced by their values. Several solutions are possible 

due to the non-determinism of identification. 

18 



3.3 Declarativity and non-directionality 

Our proposal is not only more declarative than fashion NLP for-

malisms, it also has an original property which is more interesting than 
bi-directionality. 

3.3.1 Declarativ1ty 

An advantage of the previous proposal is that the presentation of 

a linguistic fact by just stating the correspondences between a string 
and a tree appears to be more declarative than many formalisms. For 

instance, HPSG can be criticised from the viewpoint of declarativity as 
follows. 

If the output is the complete feature structure, then, the declara-
tivity of the syntactic part is questionable, because special mother and 
daughter features encode the mother-daughter relation in the syntactic 

tree. A declarative formalism should allow the syntactic description to 
be drawn exactly as it is. 

Now, if the output is only the semantic part of the feature structure, 
then the relationship between the text and its representation is obtained 
through the composition of two functions: the first one is a unification-

augmented context-free parsing, and the second one is a Montague-

style mapping between a syntactical tree and a logical formula. The 
composition of these two functions is not stated declaratively. 

Boards allow one to write two separate grammars one for syntax, 

the other one for semantics. In HPSG-like formalisms, the relationship 

between the two structures is kept through the feature structure vari-

ables. With boards, it is the role of correspondences to ensure these 
links, and they go necessarily through the text. 

3.3.2 Bi-directionality 

The term non-directionality was used by [Winograd 83] to describe 
context-free grammars, because rules can be applied in both directions: 

analysis and generation. In fact, as [Zaharin 90] observed, the reverse 
operation of analysis would imply starting from the start symbol only. 

But, in actual NLP systems, it starts with a complete structure. So 

generation is not the exact reverse operation of analysis. Nowadays, 
the term non-directionality has been replaced by bi-directionality. 

19 



Many formalisms are said to be bi-directional, but often, some ex-

tensions or tricks in programming make grammars suitable only for 

analysis (or only for generation). In other systems, only the formal-
ism (or the source code to adopt a programmer's point of view) is bi-

directional, and a compilation delivers two different executable codes, 

one for analysis, and one for generation. This means that the engine 

(or the executable code, to follow our comparison) is not bidirectional. 

We are in favour of a system where not only the formalism, but 

the engine too is bidirectional. Not only for aesthetical reasons, but 

because the advantage of a good formalism lies in two things: it allows 

reformulation from older formalisms and it has new interesting features. 

This is the case for our proposal. 

VP 
____ , __ _ 

verb NP NP generation 

I I 
pron noun 

I VP I 
text? --> I ____ I___ I 

I verb NP NP I 

I : I I I 
I : pron noun I 

tree? --> I : : : I 
lsend me a forml 

analysis 

s e n d m e a f ゚r m 

input output 

Figure 7: Analysis and generation with boards 
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3.3.3 Non-directionality 

In our proposal, boards are not only the basic objects in the gram-
mar, they are also input and output objects for analysis and generation 

as shown in Figure 7 where text? and tree? denote variables, the re-

spective values of which have to be determined. 

This view of analysis and generation gives birth to a more general 

operation which we call non-directional completion. Bi-directionality 

appears to be a particular case of what we call non-directionality, to 

revive the term [Lepage 91]. 

Non-directional completion consists in proposing an uncomplete 

string and an associated uncomplete tree to the system. The system 

has to deliver complete strings associated with complete trees which 

match the uncomplete input and which come from the gran皿 ar.

VP VP 
____ , ___ _ ____ I __ _ 

verb NP? verb NP NP 

----> I : I I 
: pron noun 

lvrb? me a forml !send me a form! 

input output 

Figure 8: Non-direction completion 

This is impossible with a compilation of the grammar delivering two 

different specialised modules, one for analysis and one for generation. 

This is possible for our proposal because the basic object is not only bi-

directional but also non-directional. As a matter of fact, the general 

function of a system is to deliver complete correspondences 

for partially specified correspondences. 
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4 Distances 

4.1 Metrics and distances 

4.1.1 Strings 

Consider the spell-checker of a word-processor. Words in a text are 
successively compared to words in a dictionary. If a word of the text is 

not present in the dictionary, the closest word in the dictionary must be 
proposed to the user as a candidate for correction. So, we suppose that 

the user must have performed some typing errors and, by indulgence, 
a 1ninimal number of them. In this sense, the closest word in the 
dictionary is that word from which the string at hand can be obtained 

by performing on it the minimal number of typing errors. 

Here is a list of possible typing errors illustrated on the word 1mcle. 

• insertion: uxncle; 

• deletion: unle; 

• replacement: unxle. 

・whereas [Wagner & Fischer 74] considered these three typing errors 
only, [Lowrance & Wagner 75] considered a fourth one. 

• interchange of two adjacent characters: ucnle. 

But they say they do not know of a general algorithm that can 
find a minimal cost trace in cases where the weight of interchange is 

less than half the sum of the weights of insertion and deletion. So the 
Lowrance and Wagner distance value is always greater than the・wagner 

and Fischer's one and is also always more time-consuming. This is why 

we consider the latter one, which is simpler, for our work. 

The recursive definition of a string says that it is an element of the 

vocabulary (be they charaters or words, or even trees) followed by a 

string. Hence, the comparison between two strings can be performed 

by comparing the first elements together. If they are equal, then we 

carry on the comparison. If not, we suppose that it is a replacement 
typing error. So we have 

dist(a.u,b.v) = dist(a,b)+dist(u,v) 

23 



But this is not always the case, as the a in the first string may be the 

result of an insertion operation: 

dist(a.u, b.v) = dist(a,c:) + dist(u, b.v) 

or could have been deleted in the second string: 

dist(a.u, b.v) = dist(c:, b) + dist(a.u, v) 

The string-to-string problem being a minimisation problem, we com-
bine the three previous formulae. 

dist(a, c:) + dist(u, b. v), 
dist(a.u, b.v) = min(dist(a, b) + dist(u, v),) 

dist(c:,b) + dist(a.u,v) 

The distances between elements of the vocabulary and the empty 
string have to be defined. One can assign a different weight for each 
editing operation. For simplification, we may posit: 

dist(a, b) = 

゜
if a=b 

1 else (replacement) 
dist(c:,b) = 1 (insertion) 

dist(a, c) = 1 (deletion) 

Wagner and Fischer have proved that the function defined in this 
way yields the minimum number of edit operations one has to perform 
in order to transform one string into another one. 

In the general case, the three edit operations do not have to have the 
same weight for the Wagner and Fischer distance to be a mathematical 
metric. We have proved that, if the distances on the vocabulary (aug-

mented with the empty string) is a metric, then the Wagner and Fischer 
distance is a metric on the set of strings built on that vocabulary (see 

Appendix C). 

4.1.2 Trees 

There exists a similar work on distances on trees. The simplest form 
of distance is the Selkow one [Selkow 77], the more complex one being 
Tai's one [Tai 77]. The Selkow distance accounts for insertion, deletion 

and replacement of nodes in trees. With that distance, the results given 
in Figure 9 are obtained. 
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Figure 9: Selkow distance between two trees 

4.1.3 Woods 

On forests, a general function may be de且nedin a very similar way 
as the ¥1/agner and Fischer distance on strings. 

dist(a(u'),s) + clist(u,b(v').v), 
dist(a(u').u,b(v').v) = min(dist(a(u'),b(v'))+dist(u,v), ） 

dist(c:, b(v')) + dist(a(u').u, v) 

dist(a(u'),c) = dist(a,c) + dist(u',c) 

dist(a(u'), b(り）） = dist(a, b) + dist(u', が）

dist(a, b) = 0 if a = b 

1 else (replacement) 

dist(c,b) = 1 (insertion) 

dist(a,c) = 1 (deletion) 

This distance appears to be a generalisation of the Wagner and 

Fischer distance on strings and the Selkow distance on trees, simply 

because strings are forests with no subtrees, and trees are forests with 

only one node on the higher level. 

This distance can be extended to wood patterns, i.e. wood with 

variables. This extension is made possible by considering patterns as 

denumerable sets of constant objects. A distance may be extended in a 

natural way from elements to subsets by considering the血 nimumon 
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all possible distances between elements of the subsets. From the mathe-

ma ti cal point of view, this extension is no more a metric (if the distance 

on elements was one). For instance, the first axiom does not hold in 
the general case and has to be replaced by the following proposition. 

clist(A, B) = 0⇔ AnB=/0 
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4.2 A possible engine 

Genetic algorithms constitute a possible answer to build an NLP sys-
tern using distances. They are a collection of techniques for approaching 
the solution of optimisation problems. 

On the contrary to usual programming techniques which handle 

only one object・at a time, genetic algorithms deal with a collection of 
individuals, called a population. For each individual, one can compute 

a function, called the fitness function. Those individuals for which 
the :fitness function is optimum are the best individuals. From two 

individuals, one can derive two new individuals by cutting them into 

two pieces and gluing the pieces back. This is crossover. 

In our system, individuals are boards, and the starting population 
a data base of example boards. The :fitness of an element in a popu-

lation (set of boards) is the distance to a given input (a board) to the 
system. We defined a distance between boards by taking the sum of 
the distances between the strings on the one hand, and the trees on the 

other hand. 

before crossover after crossover 

s s 
____ 1 ____ _ ____ 1 ______ _ 

VP AVP VP AVP 
___ 1__ __1 __ _____ 1 __ __ 1 __ 

I *verb NP AVP adv verb VP AVP adv 

I I I __ I__ I 
I pron adv verb NP adv 

I I 
l"Thank you very much."I pron 

!"Thank help you very much."! 

s 
________ 1 ____ _ 

I modal *NP VP s 
I I __ 1 __ _____ , ____ _ 
I pron verb NP I modal NP 罪

I I I I I 
I pron I I pron pron 

I I I 
I "May I help you." I I "May I you." 

Figure 10: Crossover on projective boards 

As for crossover, we insisted on keeping the unity of data struc-

ture between strings and trees. So, we translated the common string 
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crossover into forest terms: it is the exchange of the sister forests of the 

crossover points. This can be applied directly to trees. By keeping pro-

jectivity during crossover, only corresponding parts of strings and trees 
are exchanged. As a consequence, string crossover allows exchange of 

inner substrings. Hence, a board obtained by crossover gives a partially 
valid description of a possibly ungrammatical sentence (see Figure 10). 

The system built implements a simple genetic algorithm. The start-
ing population is a set of example boards, i.e. complete sentences with 

their complete associated linguistic structures. 
If an input board is given to the system, each board in the data base 

of examples is assigned a fitness score: its distance to the input board. 

The output is a board, built from pieces of the data base boards which 

minimises the distance to the input. It is important to stress the point 
that the input never enters the data base of boards. It is only used to 

compute the fitness of each board in the data base in each generation. 
Figure 11 summarises the system and its functioning. 

． ． ． ． ． ． 

． ． 
I I 

: ．II : ． 

generation 1 generation 2 generation n 

Figure 11: A scheme of the system 
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4.3 Assessment and generality 

4.3.1 Self-assessment 

A flaw of rule-based systems using context-free parsers, is that they 

often fail to deliver a solution for trivial reasons such as a word missing 
in a dictionary. On the contrary, the previous system always delivers an 
output for any input, would it be "bad". Of course, this would be of no 

meaning if the quality of outputs would not be evaluated. Hence, when 

delivering a solution, the system scores it. This score is the measure 

of the distance between the input and the output. It is independent of 
the inner knowledge of the system. 

4.3.2 Generality 

From a general point of view, natural language processing seriously 

lacks methods to assess its results. Some machine translation systems, 

viewed as expert systems, return an evaluation of their work in terms of 
their knowledge (grammar) [Tong 89], some other systems evaluate the 
result according to thesaurus classification and statistical frequencies 

[Furuse and Iida 92b], [Sato 91 ]. All these methods are specific. 

The previous system, on the contrary, delivers a score which is a for-

mal distance between the input and the output. Thus, it is independent 

of the linguistic representation chosen (dependency or constituency). 

This score gives an intrinsic information. It is not the case with a 
proposal such as [Harrison et al. 91 ], as outputs from different systems 

must adopt the same kind of representation, and because only part 
of the output is taken into account. Our score could lead to reliable 

comparisons between systems. 

4.3.3 The thesaurus distance 

In [Sumita and Iida 92], translation is basically done by applying ex-

ample patterns to input chunks of texts. This is done by using a dis-
tance defined according to a thesaurus. This thesaurus is a semantic 

hierarchy, i.e. a tree. As an example, Figure 12 shows a fragment of 

the hierarchy under the actions item. 

To calculate the distance between two words, one simply considers 

the height of the smallest subtree dominating both words. By conven-

tion, a tree reduced to one node is of height zero. Hence, for instance, 
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thesaurus 
root 

______________________________ ! ________ _ 

actions 

I 
________ ! __________ _ 

statements 

I _____ , _____ _ 

comings 

& goings 
_____ , __ 

explanations meetings stays arrivals & 

departures 

commentary conference stay arrive 

Figure 12: A fragment of the thesaurus 

dist(commentary, con f ereれce) = 1 

dist(commentary,stay) = 2 

For their application, [Sumita and Iida 92] divide this number by 
the maximal height, 3 to obtain a number between O and 1. 

For each word, it is possible to write down a board for which the 
tree is the path in the thesaurus corresponding to this word, and the 

string is the word itself. This is illustrated in Figure 13. Applying the 
Selkow distance on these trees delivers the results given in Figure 14, 

which are the same as those obtained directly in the hierarchical tree. 
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Figure 13: Reformulating the thesaurus with boards 
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Figure 14: Computing distances 
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5 Blending 

Some link can be established between distance and pattern-matching 
(Appendix D). Although our pattern-matching operation, identifica-
tion, can be criticised for its non-determinism it is preferable over an 

operation where variables would instantiate with only one elem如tina 
string. Such an operation is of poor consequences when compared with 

a string distance. On the contrary, as the variables in identification can 
take their value from an empty forest to a forest of any length, forests 

factor a sequence of adjacent links between two strings in traces de-
fined by Wagner and Fischer (see [Lepage et al. 92] for more technical 

details). 
Thanks to that, an interesting result has been established between 

identification and distance on forest patterns. Given two forest pat-

terns, one can find at least one forest with the following properties: 

• its identification with either of the given forests yields 
this given forest back, and, 

• summing the maximum_leng~hs of variable instantiations 
resulting from the prev10us identification yields the dis-
tance between the two given forest patterns. 

We recall that 

• identification is a generalisation of pattern-matching on strings 

and trees; 

• the distance we defined is also a generalisation and an extension 

of the Wagner and Fischer distance on strings and the Selkow 
distance on trees. 

A system which would use identification and the distance on pattern 

woods could have two original interesting properties: 

• non-directionality which is more than bi-directionality. Analy-
sis and generation are particular cases of non-directional comple-
t10n・ 

• self-assessment independently of its inner knowledge. 
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Conclusion 

This report, we believe, opens some new ideas toward a blending of 

NLP approaches. 

We proposed to separate a text from its linguistic structure and 

to make their association explicit. A unique data structure underlies 

strings and trees. A unique pattern-matching operation and a unique 

distance apply on this data structure. They are generalisations and 

extensions of pattern-matching and distances on strings and trees. 
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A Data structures 

This section presents the basic data structure we work with and the 

notion of patterns as a set notion. 

A.1 Vocabulary 

In the following, we consider a finite non-empty set. We call it the 

vocabulary. We note it V. We sometimes will adjoin a special element 
noted c which we call the empty element (not the same thing as the 

empty set). 

A.2 Forests 

The set of forests we consider is the classical one, a list of trees. 
Formally, they are oriented, ordered and labeled trees. The set oflabels 

Vis denumerable. We call F the set of forests. 
A grammar for forests can be given in the following graphical form 

which extends the Backus Normal Form. This grammar does not favour 
a particular traversal, from left to right nor right to left. 

A node is represented by。.A forest is one of the three following 

• empty; 

• a tree (a node dominating a forest); 

• a forest with trees on both sides, in the general case. 

ロ：：一

゜—

• 

0

ーよい一

ー

E]

0

ー
{
]

The labelling function associates a word to each node. According 

to this grammar, a forest can be recursively decomposed starting from 

both trees on the sides and repeatedly until reaching an empty tree or 

a simple tree in the両 ddle.
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Clearly, a string is a particular case of a forest. It is a forest with 

only one element on the vertical axis. Its vertical dimension is 1. We 

call S the set of strings labelled on V. 

A tree is a pair of a node, called root, and a forest, dominated by 
the root. It is a degenerated case of a forest on the horizontal axis. Its 

horizontal dimension is 1. We call T the set of oriented, ordered trees 

labelled on V. 
The intersection of the set of trees (degenerated forests on the hor-

izontal axis) and the set of strings (degenerated forests on the vertical 

axis) is the set of forests with only one node (or no node at all for the 
empty string and tree). This set is in bijection with V U { c}. 

“P 

VU{c}=SnT 

A.3 Patterns 

We define a variable as a (possibly denumerable) subset of structured 
elements. 

On V, we define a patternμwhich extension is戸=VU{s}. This 
element is such that it verifies: 

Va EV U {s}, { dist(a,μ) = dist(μ,a) = 0 
idn(a, μ) = idn(μ, a) = a 

with dist being the set extension of the Wagner and Fischer distance 

and idn identification on the vocabulary. 

For forests, we define a special pattern r.p with the extension: 

戸={c,μ} Uμ(c.p).c.p.μ(c.p) 

This definition is similar to the formal definition of the neutral element 

of identification given in [Lepage 89]. The extension of a forest pattern 
is defined by the following propositions: 

戸＝可，万

a(u1, ... , Un)= a(町，．．．，言）

General forest patterns are obtained from constant forests on the leaves 

of which the pattern rp may appear. As a particular case, if u is a 

constant object (be it a string or a tree), then可={u}. 
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B Identification 

Identification has been introduced informally in [Zaharin 86]. It has 
been formalised in [Lepage 89]. In a first step, identification is formali-

sed on constant forests, which cover constant strings and trees. Then, 

the extension of forests to woods, allows the definition of a neutral 

element for identification. Thanks to this neutral element, an inter-

pretation of string variables and forest variables in terms of woods is 

possible. Identification on patterns will simply be identification on 

woods resulting from this interpretation of forest variables. 

B.1 Identification on constant objects 

We recall that the set of forests is a superset of strings and trees. 

Defining identification on forests is hence sufficient. Forests are labeled 

on words. Hence, we first define an operation on the set of words V, 

which we call idn. 

V(v, v') E V x V 
idn(v, v') = v ⇔ 

'idn(v, v') = fail ⇔ 

I

I

 
v

>

 

＝
ヂ

v

>

 So as to construct a neutral element, we introduce a new elementμ 

outside of V. We note V'the set VU {rt}. With this new element, 

idn(μ, μ) =μ 

Vv E V,idn(μ, v) = idn(v,μ) = v 

With this, identification is a commutative law from V'to V'U {fail} 

withμas the neutral element. 

This law can be represented in the following hollow array, where 

only edges and the diagonal are not fail. All blank cells stand for fail. 

idn V 

V 

V I V V 

This law allows us to formulate the equality between two words 

thanks to the following property: 

V(v,v') EV x V',v = v'⇔ idn(v, v') =/= fail 
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Let us now generalise idn to forests through the labelling function. 

Identification is generalised on forests according to the following array, 

based on the formal definition of forests. 

゜ ° 占 ゜icln 0 占 占 占

0 0 fail fail 

゜
占 fail tree case fail 

° 占゚
占己 fail fail forest case 

This array is hollow, and symmetrical with respect to the diagonal. 

For the tree case, identification on the roots is performed according to 
identification on nodes, and the identification on forests is recursively 

applied. In a similar way, we distribute identification on nodes and 

o o idn(o,o) 
idn(占，占） = I 

idn(口，口）

Figure 15: Case of constant trees 

forests in the forest case. The order in which identification is distributed 

゜idn(占占占，占占占）＝
o o o idn(0, 0) 1 idn(0, 0) 

I idn(口，口） 1 

idn(口，口） idn(口，口）

Figure 16: Case of constant forests 

in both cases has no importance on the result. A failure at a particular 

point implies a failure for the whole identification at hand. 

Equality on forests may be defined from identification in the follow-

mg way: 

V(f, f') E F x F, f = J'⇔ idn(f, f') -/ fail 

This proposition holds for strings and trees, as they are subsets of 

forests. 
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B.2 Identification with variables 

B.2.1 Woods 

Woods Multi-arborescences a tranches (which we translate by sliced 
forests) have been introduced in [Verastegui 82] as a suitable data struc-
ture for parallel programming of tree-transformational systems. Three 

types of special nodes were introduced: sets, lists and traces. We use 
a restriction of sliced forests, that with the set special node. We call 
them woods (a translation of the French bois). 

Definition of woods They can be defined in a semi-graphical gram-

mar as follows: 

ロ ・・一

゜
0

ー固
ー回―

|
回]
O

ー
{
〗

固：：＝口＋固

The labelling function is extended to V'. It assigns an element of 

V'to a node, represented by a dot. Slices are noted @. If a slice has 

only one element, it is this element. The order in which forests are 
enumerated in slices is not relevant, 

This grammar contains the forest grammar given above. Hence, the 

set of woods, noted左 includesthe set of forests. :F C左．
A spatial interpretation of slices can be given by considering slices 

as a depth dimension in addition to the horizontal one (strings) and 
the vertical one (trees). 

B.2.2 Identification on woods 

General array for identification The external form of identifica-

tion on woods is the same as for constant forests. Only the diagonal is 
non-empty. Anywhere else, identification fails. 
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~,

1
、

n
 

id 

。 idn(o,o)

心）= I 
idn(@, 固）

Figure 17: Case of sliced trees 

. 0 凸゜゜ □゚ idn(0,0) I idn(0,0) 
両（己店，店臼)= I idn(固，固） 1

idn(匝，固） idn(酉，固）

Figure 18: Case of woods 

゜ 心0~ ゜idn 0 直 心
0 0 fail fail 

凸゚ fail tree case fail 

~ ~ ~ fail fail forest case 

The tree and forest cases are a simple copy of those cases for con-

stant trees and forests. 

Identification between slices To complete the previous definition, 
identification between slices must be defined. This is done by positing 

that identification is distributed over all possible pairs of forests from 
the first and second argument. A failure is similar to 0 for the con-
struction of slices. In a simple manner, one may consider that a slice 
is either a forest or a forest plus a slice. Hence the following array. 

idn 
ー・ロ

ロ＋匝］

口

一idn(口，口）
idn(口，口）+ idn(固，口）

ロ＋匝

--・ 一■--・一●—―idn(口，口）+ idn(口ロ）
idn(口，口）+ idn(固，⑰）

J
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B.2.3 A neutral element for identification 

Identification is a relation from乞 to:Fs U {fail}. We now look for 
a neutral element for identification. Let us call this element c.p. It must 
verify the following property: 

VJ E乞，idn(f,c.p) = idn(c.p, f) = f 

which implies, as :F C :Fs, 

V f E :F, idn(f, c.p) = idn(c.p, f) = f 

According to the forest grammar, this neutral element must verify the 

following propositions: 

icln(<.p,0) = 0 

゜ ゜idn(r.p, 占）＝ 占

idn(<p, 占0 占占0 ）＝ ° 占゚
占占

Now, t.p may be defined as a three-slice sliced forest in which 

• the first slice is empty; 

• the second one is a neutral tree; 

• the third one is a non-trivial neutral forest. 

Because the neutral element for words isμ, the nodes inゃmustbear 
μ. But identification is recursive, so the inner forests in t.p must equal 

t.p. In summary, t.p is defined in the following way. 

μf-l Iμ 
r.p=0+ I + I r.p I 

ゃ¢ ゃ

By construction, this element is a neutral element for identification 

on woods. 

Interpretation of variables In a forest with variables, each variable 

is simply replaced by the neutral element for identification, ゃ.Hence, 

the notion of string variable and forest variable is replaced by only one 

notion, that of neutral element for identification, which is valid on the 

set of woods. 
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Identification with variables Identification on forests with vari-

ables is simply performed in two steps. First, variables are replaced by 

the neutral element r.p and then identification is performed on the woods 
obtained. The result of identification of two forests with variables is a 

sliced forest in the general case. 

To summarise, we formalised identification on a general data struc-

ture, woods, and introduced a neutral element for it. As a result, the 

result of identification on two woods is unique. The non-determinism 
of the pattern-matching operation has been shifted into the data struc-
ture, wood. 

唱
暑
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B.3 Grammars of boards and system 

B.3.1 Boards 

A board is a pair of a string and a tree. 

Vs ES, Vt ET, (s, t) is a board 

B.3.2 Grammar of boards 

A grammar is a set of boards. Let'-P be a symbol outside of V. Then 
we note X'= X U {叫 withX being any of the sets V, S, T or宍

B.3.3 System 

Formulation with equality Let G be a grammar, the system built 
on the grammar G realises the following function M: 

• The domain of M is S'x豆

• The co-domain ofル1is P(G), the power set of G; 

• Jvl(<.p,<.p)=G; 

• Vs E S,M((s,<.p)) = {(s,t) E G/t ET}= ({s} x T) n G; 

• Vt E T,M((<.p,t)) = {(s,t) E G/.s ES}= (S x {t}) n G; 

• Vs ES, Vt ET, M((s, t)) = {(s, t)} n G 

This definition seems rather complicated for the signification it 
stands for. This comes from the fact that this first definition applies 
on constant objects. When we extend it to more complex objects, it 
will get simpler. 

This function can also be seen as an operation which aims at equal-
isingゃwitha string or a forest so that the formed pair belongs to the 
grammar. Hence, the general form of the function will be: 

M ((s, t)) = {(s', t') E G / s'= s E S I¥ t'= t E T} 
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Formulation with identification Equality may be defined from 
identification, the neutral element of which is伶

Let Ss be the set of sliced strings labeled on V'obtained by interpre-
tation of strings with variables and Ts be the set of sliced trees labeled 
on V'obtained by interpretation of trees with variables. A board is an 

element of Ss X T8. Lets:= S山{rp} and冗＝冗叫}Let us recall 
that fail~ 巧

A grammar is a subset of S s x Ts. The function realised by a system 
built on a grammar G is a function M from s: x冗 toP(Ss X Tふ
such that V(s', t') E s: x冗，

M((s',t')) = {(idn(s',s),idn(t',t)) E Ss X冗/(s,t) E G} 
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C Metrics 

In this section, we recall the mathematical definition of a metric. A 
natural generalisation of a metric to subsets is also presented. This 
can apply for patterns defined as sets. We show that the Wagner and 
Fischer distance is a metric over strings if it is defined from a metric 

over the vocabulary elements. Some properties are also proved. 

C.1 Metrics 

Definition 1 (Metric) Let V be a set1 dist a function from V x V to 
IR+ 1 the set of non-negative real numbers1 dist is a metric on V if and 

only if 

• (equality axiom) ¥/(a, b) E V2, dist(a, b) = 0⇔ a=b 

• (commutativity) ¥/(a, b) E V2, dist(a, b) = dist(b, a) 

• (triangle inequality)¥/(a,b,c) E V3,dist(a,c) :'.S dist(a,b)+dist(b,c) 

C.2 Generahsat1on to sets 

A distance on V can be generalised in a natural way on the set of 

non-empty subsets of V. 

V(A,B) E (2V ¥ {0}), dist(A,B) = min dist(a,b) 
(a,b)EAXB 

The function obtained in this way is no more a metric. Commutativity 
is still verified but the first and third properties do not hold in the 
general case. 

The loss of the first property is proved for card(S) 2: 3. Then, there 

exist two subsets A = {a, b} and B = {a, c}. We have b-/= c, which 
implies that A =/-B, and clist(A, B) = dist(a, a) = 0. As a matter of 
fact, the equality axiom has to be replaced by the following proposition. 

V(A, B) E (2八{0}),dist(A,B)= 0⇔ AnB-/=0 

The loss of the third property is illustrated on the following example. 

Let A=  {a}, B = {a, c} and C = {c} with a# c. Then, dist(A, C) > 0 

and dist(A, B) = dist(B, C) = 0. The triangle equality is not verified. 
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C.3 The Wagner and Fischer distance 

C.3.1 Definition 

Definition 2 (Edit operation) Let (a,b) E (VU {s})叫itis called 
an edit operation and is noted a→ b if and only if a -:J b. We call£ 

the set of edit operations. 

An edit operation a→ b is called an insertion iff a = s; it is a 
deletion iff b = s and it is called a replacement otherwise. 

A string u E V* directly derives the string v E V* if and only if 

ヨa→b E£, ヨ(x,y) E (V*)2 / u = x.a.y /¥ v = x.b.y 

Lemma 1 (Unic edit operation) If u E V* directly derives v E V* 
then1 :3! a→ b E£, ヨ(x,y)E (V*)2 / u = x.a.y八v= x.b.y 

This lemma means that the edit operation involved in a d_irect 
derivation is unique. But, where it takes place may not be'umque. 

For instance, consider aaa directly deriving aa by the edit operation 
a→ c which can take place on any of the three a's of the first string. 

Proof Suppose there are two edit operations a→ b and a'→ b'. 
Then, there exist x, y, x', y'in V* such that 

{ u = x.a.y = x'.a'.y' 
v = x.b.y = x'.b'.y' 

There are four cases, which can be factored in two, by considering that 

x is a prefix of x', and either y is a prefix of y'or y'is a prefix of y. 
This leads to the following system of equations: 

{ a.y" = x".a'V { a.y = x".a'.y" 
b.y" = x".b'b.y = x".b'.y" 

which can only be satisfied if a = b and a'= b'(impossible by the 

definition of an edit operation), or if a= a'and b = b'. ロ

Lemma 2 If u E V* directly derives v E V* with b→ c as the edit 
operation then, for any a E V, a.u directly derives a.v with the same 
edit operation. 
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Proof Let b'→ c'be the edit operation involved in the direct deriva-
tion from a.u to a.v. 

ヨ(x',y')E(V*げ／
a.u 
a.v 

= x'.b'.y' 
- x'.c'.y' 

Now, x'= c is impossible because b'=/ c'by definition of an edit 
operation. Hence, x'= a.x" and 

{ a.u = a.x".b'.y' 
a.v = a.x".c'.y' 

which implies that u = x".b'.y'I¥ v = x".c'.y'. By the unicity of edit 

operation in direct derivation, necessarily, b = b'I¥ c = c'. ロ
A string u E V* derives a string v E V* if and only if 

U = U1/¥ 

ョ附，四，．．．，四 EV*/V ='Un八

Vi/ 1~i < n, ui directly derives ui+l 

Let dist be a metric on the set V U { c}. Each editing operation 

a→ b can be assigned the value of dist(a, b). Each given direct deriva-
tion can also be assigned the value of the edit operation involved. Thus 

i=n-1 we can compute the minimal number I:i=l dist(tti, 叩 1)over all p os-
sible derivations from u1 to 7.Ln, This defines the ¥-Vagner and Fischer 
distance. 

Definition 3 (Wagner and Fischer distance) Let V be a vocabu-

lary, dist a metric on V U { c}, dist can be extended to V* in the follow-
切gway: Vu, v E V*, 

U=V ⇔ dist (u, v) = 0 
i=n-1 

uヂv ⇔ dist(u, v) = min(I: dist(尻叫1))
i=l 

over all (uい・．．，四） derivations f1如omu to v. Then, dist is a metric on 

Vベ

Wemustprovetheexistenceofdist(u,v)forall(u,v) E (V*)2 / u =/ v. 

Let u = a1 ... am and v = b1 ... bn with ai, bi E V. Clearly, the deriva-

tion 

(a1 ... am, az ... am, ... , am, E, b1, b1,b2, ...' b1 ... bn) 

exists. ロ
The Wagner and Fischer distance can be defined in a second way. 
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Definition 4 (Wagner and Fischer distance) Let V be a vocabu-

lary1 dist a metric on V U { c} 1 dist can be extended to V* in the follow-

叫 way:V(a,b) E (V)2, V(u,v) E (V*)2, 

dist(a.u,c) 

dist(a.u, b.v) 

dist(a, E) + dist(u, E) 
dist(a,c) + dist(u,b.v), 

m切(dist(a,b) + dist(u, v),) 
dist(c,b) + dist(a.u,v) 

dist is the Wagner and Fischer distance on V*. 

"¥""le will not prove the equivalence of the two definitions. 

C.3.2 Metric 

Lemma 3 Let V be a vocabulary and dist a metric on V U { c}, then 
the vVagner and Fischer distance over V* is a metric. 

Proof We have to verify that the values of the Wagner and Fischer 

distance are all non-negative, and that it verifies the equality axiom, 

commutativity and the triangle inequality. 
Non-negative values As dist is a metric over VU {c}, its values 

are non-negative. According to its first definition the・wagner and Fis-

cher distance involves only additions of such values or zero, hence it 

yields only non-negative values. 
Equality axiom If there would be u, v E V* such that uヂv八

dist(u, v) = 0 , then there would exist a derivation from u to v with 

cost zero. So there would exist an edit operation a→ b (a =J b) with 
cost zero. But this is impossible because dist is a metric on V U { c}. 

Commutativity Obvious by construction of the Wagner and Fis-

cher distance and commu tati vi ty of dist on V U { c}. 

Triangle inequality Consider a derivation (v1, v2, ... , vn) from u 

to w, such that there exists k / 1~k~n for which Vk = v. Any 
such derivation is a derivation from u to w and also a derivation from 
u to v followed by a derivation form v tow. The Wagner and Fischer 

distance being the minimum over all possible derivations, the triangle 
inequality follows. 

dist(u, w)~dist(u, v) + dist(v, w) 

口

7
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In the sequel, we suppose that V is finite and has at least two 

elements. Because V has at least one element and is finite, there exists 
a least non-zero value for dist on VU { c} which we callふ

C.3.3 Properties 

Lemma 4 V(a, b, c) E (VU {c})叫dist(a.b,a.c) = dist(b, c) 

Proof If a = E, this is trivial. We suppose aヂE. If b = c, the 
equality becomes trivial: dist(a.b, a.c) = 0 = dist(b, c). We suppose 
that b =J c. Consider the derivation (u1 = a.b, 四=a.c) involving the 
only edit operation b→ c. Because the Wagner and Fischer distance is 
the minimum over all possible derivations, we have: 

dist(a.b, a.c) ::; dist(b, c) 

Reciprocally, suppose (田=a.b, 巧，・ ・ ・, Un-1, 四=a.c) is the derivation 
for which dist(a.b, a.c) is reached. If b→ c is involved then 

dist(a.b, a.c)ミdist(b,c) 

else there must exist two edit operations b→ e and J→ c withe, f E 
V U { c} rendering account for the deletion/replacement of b and the 
insertion/replacement of c. Hence, dist(a.b,a.c) 2: dist(b,e)+clist(f,c) 
Necessarily we must render account of the deletion of e and the insertion 
of f too, so the same rationale must repeat. As a derivation is finite, 

there eventually exists a derivation from b to c such that 

dist(a.b,a.c) 2: dist(b,e1) +dist(eぃ⇔） +・ ・ ・+ dist(h, J1) + dist(J1, c) 

where either J n = en or dist(en, f砂isinvolved. The triangle inequality 
holds for dist on V U { c}, hence 

dist(a.b, a.c) 2: dist(b, 釘） + dist(e1, e2) + 

・・・十 dist(!ぁ!1)+ dist(f1, c) 

> dist(b, c) 

By combining both inequalities, we have dist(a.b, a.c) = dist(b, c)ロ

Lemma 5 Va EV, (v,w) E (V*)叫dist(a.v,a.w)= dist(v, 叫
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Proof Let (a.u =附，．．．，叫，..., Vn = a.v) be the derivation for which 
dist(a.u, a.v) is reached. Consider the first Vi for which a is not a prefix. 
Necessarily, the previous direct derivation was from a.vi to Vi. If we 
delete this direct derivation, we get a derivation from u to a.v. By 
definition of dist as a minimum over all derivations, we have: 

dist(u, a.v) :s; dist(a.u, a.v) -dist(a,c) 

Now, if we add a direct derivation from a.v to v at the end of the 
previously built derivation, we get a derivation from u to v. Because 
dist is a minimum over all derivations, we have: 

dist(u, v)::; dist(a.u, a.v) -dist(a, c:) + dist(c:, a) 

that is dist(u,v)::; dist(a.u,a.v) Reciprocally, consider a derivation 

(u =凸，．．．，叫=v) for which dist(u, v) is reached. We can build 
the derivation (a.tl =叫，...,a.v信 =a.v) from a.u to a.v. By the Unic 
edit operation lel1ll1la, this derivation involves the same edit operations. 
Hence its cost is the same as the derivation from u to v, that is dist(u, v). 
By definition of dist as a minimum over all derivations, we have 

dist(a.u,a.v)::;; dist(u,v) 

Both inequalities give the expected result. ロ

Lemma 6 (Prefix) 

V(u,v,w) E (V*)叫dist(u.v,u.w) = dist(v, w) 

疇？，
1

Proof Trivial given the previous lemma. Let u = a1 ... an. Then, 

dist(v, w) = dist(an.v, an.w) =・ ・ ・= dist(a1 ... an.v, a1 ... an.w) 

Obviously, the lemma is also true if u is a suffix instead of a prefix, i.e. 

dist(v.u, w.u) = dist(v, w). ロ

Lemma 7 (Splitting) 

V(u,v,u',v') E (V*)4, dist(u.v,u'.v')::; dist(u,u') +dist(v,v') 
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Proof By application of the Prefix lemma, 

dist(u, u') + dist(v, v') = dist(u.v, u'. v) + dist(u'. v, u'. が）

which gives by triangle inequality 

dist(u. v, u'. v') =S dist(u, u') + dist(v, v') 

口

C.4 Generalisation to patterns 

As the generalisation of a string pattern is a denumerable set, so is 

the cartesian product of the extension of two string patterns. Moreover, 
the values of the Wagner and Fischer distance have a lower bound, 0. 
These two propositions imply that there exists a minimal value for the 

Wagner and Fischer distance on all possible pairs of constant strings in 
the generalisation of two string patterns, and that there exists at least 

one pair for which the minimal value is reached. 
Hence a distance between two string patterns can be defined in the 

following way: 

dist(可，可） = min dist(附，叫
叩€可，VjE万

As the generalisation of u is { u} if u is a constant string, the fol-

lowing proposition holds: ¥/(u, v) E V*, 

dist(百，万）
． 

mm dist ui, Vj 
叩蒻，VjE万

（）  

min dist(附， Vj)
叩 E万，VjE万

min dist(恥叫
四 E{u},vjE{v}

dist(u, v) 

which shows that dist is a generalisation of the Wagner and Fischer 

distance on a larger set of objects. 
This generalisation is no more a metric, as was already mentioned. 

For instance, the first axiom must read: 

dist(汀，万） =0⇔可n万ヂ 0
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D Pattern-matching and distances 

D .1 The string side 

D.1.1 Traces and minimal woods 

Wagner and Fischer defined the trace between two strings as a graphical 
representation in which a link between elements alignes the stringsa nd 

indicates a replacement if the elements are different. An element with 

no link is the result of an insertion (or a deletion). 

his uncle 
ーs friend .'s . son 

his aunt ーs son 

Based upon such a trace, we can derive a string pattern containing 

variables: 

his uncle ーs friend .'s . son 

his aunt ーs son 

→ his.$1.'s.$2.son 
'Ne proceed as follows: 

• replace each element involved in an editing operation by a vari-

able; 

• merge two adjacent variables into one variable (recall that the 
variables in identification stand for strings). 

The Wagner and Fischer distance value is the minimum number 

of elements inserted, replaced or deleted. This value is calculated on 

the set of all possible traces between the two strings. As there may 
be several minimum traces, there may be several minimum patterns. 

These patterns are factored into one wood structure, which we call the 
minimum wood. 

D.1.2 Minimal woods and identification 

A direct consequence of the previous definition of the minimal wood 

is that identification of the minimal wood with one of the strings from 
which it was derived yields this latter string. 
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idn(his.uncle.'s.f riend.'~.son, his.l.'s.2.son) = his.uncle.'s.friend.'s.son 

with $1 = {uncle} and $2 = {friencl.'s}. 

．
 

idn(his.aunt.'s.son, his.l.'s.2.son) = his.aunt.'s.son 

with $1 = {aunt} and $2 = {c}. 

D.1.3 Minimal woods and distance 

Another consequence is that, for two strings, given any string pattern 
in the minimal wood, the distance between the string is the sum of the 
maximal lengths of the strings which instantiate the variables during 
identification. 

max(length(inst($1))) + max(length(inst($2))) 
- max(length(uncle), length(aunt)) 

+ max(length(f riend.'s), length(c)) 
- max(l, 1) + max(O, 2) 
- 1 +2 

- 3 

- dist(his.uncle.'s.friend, his.aunt.'s.son) 

This result comes from the definition of a string pattern variable. 
A variable stands for a sequence of editing operations; hence, the max-
imum lengths of the instantiations yields the number of editing opera-
tions. 

If the minimal wood does not contain any variables, then the value 
of the summation is zero, and, necessarily, w = u = v. 

The previous result can be summarised as follows: 

¥l(u, v) ES, ヨwEF,/{ 〗〗t,~〗= u 
V 

~max length(si) 
＄・・ s;E{inst($i)} 
i var 1n w 

where Si is an instantiation of $i during idn(u, w) or idn(u, w). 
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D.1.4 Identification and distance on strings 

As identification operates on string patterns, and we wish to compare 

identification as a pattern-matching operation with the Wagner and 
Fischer distance, we have now to consider string patterns. 

We consider the distance on string patterns obtained by the set 

generalisation of the Wagner and Fischer distance. Let (u.v) be a pair 
of string patterns. There exists at least one pair of constant strings in 

their extension for which the distance value is reached. Let us call P 

the set of all such elements. Let (ui, Vj) E P. Hence, there exists a 
string pattern w for which the three following propositions hold. 
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区 max length(si) 
$i var in w 

Si E{inst($i)} 

The set of all such string patterns can be factored into one wood, 
which verifies the previous propositions. Hence, this wood is the mini-

mal wood for the two string patterns at hand. 

D.2 The tree side 

Similar results may be found on trees. As shown in Section 4.1.3, the 

Wagner and Fischer distance is extended to forests and this extension 

appears to be an extension of the Selkow distance on trees. By using 

the definition of forest patterns given in Section A.3, a general result is 
obtained on forests: 

idn(u, w) = u 

¥f(u,v) E F,, 3w E F, / {誓:1(二，:i: v I; max length(s,) 

$i var in w 
s; E{inst($i)} 

where length(u) is the weight of a forest, that is the number of its nodes. 
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E Languages and distances 

For notions on language theory, we refer the reader to [Salomaa 73] and 

[Lewis and Papadimitriou 81 ]. 
vVe first define coronas. They stand for sets of words at a given 

distance of a given language. 

Definition 5 (Coronas) Let£be a language over V} for a given x切

IR+) the following sets are called coronas: 

£=x = {w EV*/ヨw'E£,dist(w', 叫=x} 
£~x = {w EV*/ヨw'E£,dist(w',w)~x} 
らx= {w EV*/ヨw'E£,dist(w', 叫>x} 

A natural question concerns the nature of coronas given the fa血ly

of languages they are defined from. 

Problem 1 (Regular (resp. context-free) coronas) Let£be a reg-

ular (resp. context-free) language over V} then ¥/x E IR+) are£ 全 9応
and£=x regular (resp. context-free) languages? 

Some partial results can be proved. We give the ones we could 

establish. 
First, we may consider the set of words at a given distance of a 

given word. 

Lemma 8 (Singletons'coronas) Let u E V* and x E IR) then the 
set { v E V*, dist(u, v)~x} is a regular language. 

The following lemma is necessary to establish the previous result. 

We give it without a proof. 

Lemma 9 (Finite number of sequences) Let冗 bea finite subset 
of rn,+} let x E IR+) there exists only a finite number of sequences 

(x1, X2, ... , xn) of any length in冗 suchthat 

n 

~Xi・ ::;x
i=l 

Proof for the Singletons'coronas lemma The number of values 

taken by dist on V is finite. So, the Finite number of sequences lemma 

applies, and hence there is only a finite number of sequences (x1, ... , x砂
such that冗晶 Xi:S x. This proves that the set { v E V*, dist(u, v) :S x} 
is finite, and hence trivially a regular language. ロ
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A second result may be obtained on languages over a vocabulary of 

one symbol. 

Lemma 10 (One-symbol coronas) Let£be a regular language over 

V = {a}1 thenむ EJR九L=x1£$x and L>x are regular languages. 

Firstly, the problem can be "normalised" by setting dist(a, c) = 

1. With this hypothesis, dist(a尺砂） = dist(aln-p¥, c) = In -Pl. So, 

dist(a叫aP)= x is equivalent to n = p -x V n = p + x. 
Secondly, let us recall that any regular language on {a} is of the form 

｛砂/pE P} with P an ultimately periodic set in IN, and reciprocally. 

Proof for L=x If x (/. IN (an integral multiple of dist(a, c:) in the 
general case), £ ⇒ is empty. Suppose x E IN. Let P be the ultimately 

periodic set associated with£, so that£= { aP /p E P}. So we can 
write 

L=x = {砂／ヨpE P/n = p + x V n = p-x} 

or, more clearly, 

L=x = {ap+x /p E P} U {ap-x /p E P八p-XE IN} 

Both sets {p + x /p E P} and {p-x/p E PI¥ p-x E IN} are ultimately 
periodic sets, hence, L=x is the union of two regular languages. The 
class of regular languages being closed under union, L=x is a regular 
language. ロ

．
 

Proof for£<x Let Eに） be the integer part of x. 

E(x) 

£~ ェ=u£=i 
i=O 

£~x is a finite union of regular languages, hence it is a regular language. 
ロ

Proof for L>x dist(n, p) > x is equivalent to x < p -n V x < n -p 

also equivalent to n < p -x V p + x < n. So we write 

らx = {anEV*jヨpE P, n < p -x V p + x < n} 

- V* ¥ {砂 EV* /Vp E P, p -x ::; n ::; p + x} 
- V* ¥ ({ an E V* /¥Ip E P, p -x ::; n} 

n { an E V* /Vp E P, n ::; p + X}) 
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P has a least element. So the set of砂 forwhich n is less than or eq叫

to this least element plus a constant is恥 ite.We know that any恥 ite

set in V* is a regular language, that the intersection of a finite set with 
any set is finite and that the class of regular language is closed under 

complementation. This implies that£>x is a regular language. ロ
The One-symbol coronas lemma can also be formulated for context-

free languages as the classes of regular and context-free languages over 

V = {a} are equal. 

In the general case, the Regular (resp. Context-free) corona problem 
is still open. Intermediate results can however be obtained. The first 

one is an implication. 

Lemma 11 Let C be a regular language) if Vx E IR, C=x is a regular 

language) then; for any given x') ,C← , is also a regular language. 

Proof By the Finite number of sequences lemma, there exists only a 

finite number of Xi E IR, such that Xi is sum of distance values on V 
and O :::; Xi :::; x. Hence, 

L<x = LJ L=x; 
finite 

If all [,=x; are regular languages, £::;x being a finite union of such lan-

guages is a regular language. ロ
Reciprocally, the following lemma holds. 

Lemma 12 Let£be a regular language, if Vx E IR, L~x is a regular 
language, then, for any given x', £=ぉ,is also a regular language. 

Proof By the Finite number of sequences lemma, we can take the 

greatest Xi and the smallest Xj E JR, such that叩<x ::; Xj and Xi and 

Xj are sums of distance values on V. If x = Xj, then 

£=x =£::;xj ¥£::;x, 

The family of regular languages being closed under set complementa-

tion, £=xis a regular language. If x-/-Xj, £=xis empty and is trivially 
a regular language. ロ
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Regular coronas: tentative proof for ,C~x We cannot use the 

theorem which tells that the family of regular languages is closed un-
der any arbitrary homomorphism, as dist (., w) S x does not define a 
homomorphism. But we can use the equivalence between regular Ian-

guages and regular expressions. Let us recall that a regular expression 

is defined as follows: 

塵―

• Ye EV U { } . 1 c , e 1s a regu ar express10n; 

• let ei, e2 be regular expressions, then e = e1.e2 and e = e1 + e2 
and e = e~are regular expressions with ., + and * standing for 

catenation, union and catenation closure (or iteration). 

• a regular expression is nothing else than the previous. 

Case e E V U { c} The Singletons'coronas lemma proves that e全

is a regular language for any e E V U { c}. 
Case e =釘.e2.We show that 

予 C L (叫全1.(e2)全2'X1,四 EJR+ 
x1 +x2::Sx 

By the Finite combinations lemma, there exists only a finite number of 

叩，窃 suchthat x1 +四：：：： x and x1 and x2 are sums of distance values 

on V U { E}. Let u E (e1)全1・(e2)全 2 with x1 +四：：：： x, then 

恥 E(e1厨，恥 E(e2厨 ju=u凸 2

By the Splitting lemma, ¥/v1 E eぃ巧 Eeゎ

dist(u, v1氾）：：：： dist(附，円） + dist(四，四）：：：：町＋四：：：： x 

which means that u E (e1.e2)全・
The reverse inclusion seems to be wrong and is left unproved. 

Case e =釘十 e2.Then, trivially, e~ ェ＝（釘）~x + (e2)全・

Case e = ei. Then, trivially, e~ ぉ =e;'.(e1)全 .ei.
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